Development of structure-activity relationships (SARs) in allergic contact dermatitis.
One of the major objectives at the end of this century is the development of "alternative" tests for the evaluation of the pharmacological and/or toxicological activity of newly developed molecules. Contact allergy is no exception to the rule and many research programs have been started to develop in vitro techniques for the detection of allergizing compounds. In parallel with these biological studies, another approach is becoming important and will no doubt become more so, namely, the study of structure activity relationships (SARs). This consists of using molecular or physicochemical properties to predict and, in certain cases, quantify the allergizing potential of a new molecule without using any biological test. Three main approaches are currently under study: the creation of allergy databases, the design of "expert" computerized systems, and the development of quantitative SARs. These three often complementary approaches are still at the development stage, but we can begin to see their potential and limitations. The aim of this article is not to give an exhaustive description of all the systems developed worldwide, but to illustrate each approach by giving some important examples.